
Network 41 has equipped a single-family 
home in Schenkon with video surveillan-
ce and an alarm system. The owner can 
now rest easy that his home is safe from 
uninvited guests around the clock.

Added security thanks to video surveillan-
ce and alarm system  

The goal of businessman Beat Sieger was to pro-

tect his property in Schenkon against burglaries. 

Network 41 suggested an all-round solution con-

taining a burglar alarm and video surveillance sys-

tem. A total of nine cameras were installed and 

linked together via the installed alarm system. 

The cameras are installed discreetly on the faça-

de under the roof. They monitor the entire area 

surrounding the house and guarantee seamless 

surveillance of all entrances.



Day/night camera

Sectors in the area monitored by the camera that 

lie outside the property boundaries are blacked 

out when the data is saved and are not visible. 

This means that the neighbours are not affected, 

although Beat Sieger did nonetheless inform them 

of his plans beforehand. Public areas are also not 

recorded or are blacked out. The recordings are 

stored for a defined period. The owner can also 

decide for himself whether he wants to save cer-

tain sequences for a longer time.

When selecting the cameras, a model was chosen 

that can record in daylight and at night. Finding 

the correct motion detection settings is always 

tricky when it comes to video surveillance. While 

persons should be detected reliably on one hand, 

the cameras shouldn’t record stray animals or 

each tree movement caused by a gust of wind.   

Smartphone app

The entire system – burglar alarm and video sur-

veillance system – is connected to an external 

alarm centre. Thanks to an app on his smart-

phone, Beat Sieger can also keep a close eye on 

the situation at all times. He is able to see when 

something happens back home and then decide 

on which measures are necessary. Does an alarm 

need to be sounded, or is it just a cat caught on 

camera? The system is also integrated into the 

housing technology, is protected against vanda-

lism and also works autonomously for a certain 

time if the power supply fails.   
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Maintenance contract with Network 41

The whole process – from the first visit to planning, 

installation and putting the system into opera-

tion – took around four months. Since April 2018, 

home owner Beat Sieger can now sleep in peace or 

go on one of his hunting trips to Austria without 

worrying about what is going on back home. He 

signed a maintenance contract with Network 41, 

thus ensuring that the system works correctly at 

all times. Network 41 is responsible for system up-

dates, inspections and cleaning work. Beat Sieger 

also doesn’t have to worry about the alarm trans-

mission, which is taken care of by qualified part-

ners in the security sector. 

Milestone Mobile app

Constant access to all installed surveillance 
cameras and automatic notification if alarms 
are triggered. 

Samuel Brunner
Team Leader Data & Voice at Network 41

“Our video surveillance and burglar alarm solutions mean that perfect protection 
of the entire home is guaranteed.”


